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Abstract— The purpose of this paper is to propose effective
parallelization strategies for Local Search algorithms on
Graphics Processing Units (GPU). We consider the distribu-
tion of the 3-opt neighborhood structure embedded in the It-
erated Local Search framework. Three resulting approaches
are evaluated and compared on both speedup and solution
quality on a state-of-the-art Fermi GPU architecture. Solving
instances of the Travelling Salesman Problem ranging from
100 to 3038 cities, we report speedups of up to 8.51
with solution quality similar to the best known sequential
implementations and of up to 45.40 with a variable increase
in tour length. The proposed experimental study highlights
the influence of the pivoting rule, neighborhood size and
parallelization granularity on the obtained level of perfor-
mance.
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1. Introduction
Iterated Local Search (ILS) is a metaheuristic that suc-

cessively applies a given Local Search (LS) procedure to
an initial solution and incorporates mechanisms to climb
out of local optima. This method finds good solutions to
many optimization problems in a reasonable time which
may still remain too high in practice. However, it offers
an interesting parallelization potential when extended toa
population-based approach where different individuals im-
prove their solution by executing the same algorithm on
several computing units [1].

At present time, the best known implementations of the
ILS framework are dedicated to conventional, CPU-based
sequential and parallel architectures. However, as recent
years have shown the potential to use the GPU as a high
performance computational resource, it becomes important
to deliver GPU-based optimization methods that are efficient
in both solution quality and execution speed. However,
recent research has shown that this goal is often difficult
to achieve.

The purpose of this paper is to propose parallelization
strategies for ILS to efficiently solve the Travelling Sales-
man Problem (TSP) in a GPU computing environment.
The 3-opt exchange procedure used within the algorithm
is decomposed on processing elements along with required
data structures. Pivoting rules based on first-improvement
and best-improvement schemes are also evaluated. Important

algorithmic, technical and programming issues that may be
encountered in this context are finally highlighted.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we presentk-opt
LS algorithms, the ILS metaheuristic and their application
to the TSP. After a fairly complete review of the literature
on parallel LS and ILS, the proposed GPU parallelization
strategies are explained. Finally, a comparative experimental
study is performed to evaluate the performance of the
resulting algorithms.

2. Iterated Local Search for the Travel-
ling Salesman Problem

The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) may be defined
as a complete weighted directed graphG = (V,A, d) where
V = {1, 2 , ..., n} is a set of vertices (cities),A = {( i, j)
| (i, j) ∈ V × V } is the set of arcs andd : A → N is
a function assigning a weight or distancedij to every arc
(i, j). The objective is to find a minimum weight Hamilton
cycle in G, which is a tour of minimal length visiting each
city exactly once.

Local Search (LS) generally aims to iteratively improve an
initial solution by local transformations, replacing a current
solution by a better neighbor until no more improving moves
are possible. In that case, a local optimum is reached and
the procedure stops. Most well-known LS algorithms for the
TSP are based onk-opt exchanges which deletek arcs of a
current solution and reconnect partial tours withk other arcs
in all possible ways. Figure 1 describes the specific 3-opt [2]
procedure. Among the other popular ones, we may cite the
2-opt [3] and Lin-Kernighan [4] algorithms.

One of the key elements of LS is the pivoting rule which
dictates the choice of the neighbor solution that will replace
the current one [5]. The most commonly used methods
are best-improvement and first-improvement. In the first
case, all neighbors of the current solution are evaluated
and the one which produces the greatest improvement is
selected. In the second case, the first improving move is
accepted and the others are discarded. Less popular al-
ternatives are random-improvement and least-improvement
which respectively choose a neighbor randomly or with
minimal improvement of the objective function. Anderson
[6] defines a parameterk associated to the number of
improving moves found before choosing the best one. When
k = 1, the algorithm uses a first-improvement strategy and



the morek increases, the more thorough is the exploration
of the neighborhood. He deduces that first-improvement is
generally the best choice for TSP.

In order to accelerate the execution of LS algorithms for
the TSP, various mechanisms are usually used to reduce
the neighborhood of the current solution. First, candidates
lists, which comprise thecl nearest cities for each city,
may be used when reconnecting partial tours instead of the
whole set of cities. Second, fixed-radius neighbor search
reconnects tours only with arcs for which the sum of weights
is potentially lower than the sum of weights of the arcs to be
deleted. Third,don’t look bitsare associated to each city in
order to drive the search away from arcs which have recently
led to unimproving moves. A complete description of these
methods may be found in Bentley [7] and in Johnson and
McGeoch [8].

A LS procedure becomes trapped in a local optimum when
no improving moves are possible in the neighborhood of the
current solution. A way to partly counter this problem is to
embed it in a guiding construction such as Iterated Local
Search (ILS) [9]. This metaheuristic is divided into four main
steps that are highlighted in Figure 2. The first one is the
generation of an initial solutionS, usually with constructive
heuristics or randomly. The second one is the LS procedure
that is applied toS to bring it to a local optimum. The
third one is a perturbation move which transformsS into
S′ in order to get it out of that local optimum. Finally, an
acceptance criterion is evaluated to choose which solution
betweenS andS′ will be used to resume the search. The
three last steps are then repeated until an end criterion is
reached, for example a maximum time limit or iteration
count.

while S is not a local optimumdo
for each combination ofa, b, c ∈ [0;n] do

Delete arcs (a,a+1), (b,b+1) and (c,c+1)
Produce neighbors ofS by reconnecting partial tours
Evaluate neigbors ofS

ReplaceS by the best neighbor chosen by the pivoting rule
Return best solutionS

Fig. 1: 3-opt LS pseudo-code.

Generate solutionS
Apply LS procedure onS
Evaluate lengthL of solutionS
while end criterion is not reacheddo

TransformS into S′ by a perturbation move
Apply LS procedure onS′

Evaluate lengthL′ of solutionS′

if L′ < L then replaceS by S′ // acceptance criterion
Return best solutionS

Fig. 2: ILS pseudo-code.

The ILS metaheuristic is considered as one of the most
powerful approximate methods for the TSP [1]. In fact, the

works of Stützle and Hoos [10] and Lourençoet al. [9] show
its competitiveness in solving various TSP problems varying
from 100 to 5915 cities. However, faced to large and hard
optimization problems, it may need a considerable amount
of computing time and memory space to be effective in the
exploration of the search space. A way to accelerate this
exploration is to use parallel computing.

3. Literature review on parallel LS
Verhoeven and Aarts [11] proposed a classification that

distinguishessingle-walk and multiple-walk parallelization
approaches for LS algorithms. In the first category, one
search process goes through the search space and its steps are
decomposed for parallel execution. In that case, neighbors
of a solution may be evaluated in parallel (single-step) or
several exchanges may be performed on different parts of
that solution (multiple-step). In the second category, many
search processes are distributed over processing elements
and designed either asmultiple independent walksor multi-
ple interacting walks.

Johnson and McGeoch [8] defined three parallelization
strategies fork-opt algorithms. The first one usesgeometric
partitioning to divide the set of cities into subgroups that are
sent to different processors to be improved by a constructive
algorithm and a LS procedure. As this partitioning has
the drawback of isolating subgroups without reconnecting
subtours intelligently, the second strategy favorstour-based
partitioning to divide tours into partial solutions that includes
a part of the edges of the current solution. The third approach
is a simple parallelization of neighborhood construction and
exploration.

Works on parallelization of ILS for the TSP mainly follow
the population-based, multiple-walk approach where many
solutions are built concurrently. Honget al. [12] designed
a parallel ILS which executes a total ofm iterations using
a pool of p solutions. Martin and Otto [13] proposed an
implementation in which several solutions are computed
simultaneously on different processors and the best solution
replaces all solutions at irregular intervals.

Few authors have tackled the problem of parallelizing LS
algorithms for TSP on GPU. Luonget al. [14], [15] proposed
a methodology for implementing large neighborhood algo-
rithms in which the CPU is in charge of LS processes and the
GPU deals with the generation and evaluation of neighbor
solutions. It was experimented on TSP with Tabu Search
using a swap as the local transformation. Maximal speedup
of 19.9 is reported on a 5915 cities problem but solution
quality is not provided. O’Neilet al. [16] implemented
an iterative hill climbing algorithm based on 2-opt local
transformations in which random restarts are associated to
threads. Maximal speedup of 61.9 is reported on a 100
cities problem. Fujimoto and Tsutsui [17] integrated a 2-
opt best-improvement LS into a genetic algorithm executed



on GPU. Maximal speedup of 24.20 is obtained on prob-
lems of up to 493 cities. Delévacqet al. [18] augmented
an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm with a 3-opt local
search implemented on GPU. Solving TSP problems from
198 to 2103 cities, they reported speedups of up to 8.03
with solution quality similar to the best known sequential
implementation.

These works provide a frame of reference for evaluating
the attainable efficiency of GPU-based LS algorithms for
the TSP. However, most of them overlook important issues
that make it difficult to assess their effectiveness as parallel
optimization methods. First, speedups are mostly provided
with nonexistent or inappropriate evaluation of solution qual-
ity. The proposed implementations are also experimented on
TSPs often limited to a few hundred cities without bypassing
obvious memory limits of actual GPUs. In addition, as
significant implementation details like the pivoting rule and
the mechanisms used to accelerate the computations are not
provided, algorithms can hardly be reproduced or tested on
larger problems. Finally, basic local transformations aremost
often implemented even though the most effective methods
for solving the TSP are based on the 3-opt neighborhood
structure and the Lin-Kernighan algorithm [6].

As LS algorithms are key underlying components of
most high-performing metaheuristics, a natural fit is to run
a guiding metaheuristic on CPU while the GPU, acting
as a co-processor, takes charge of running the LS pro-
cedure. However, there is still much conceptual, technical
and comparative work to achieve in order to design such
hybrid parallel combinatorial optimization methods. This
paper aims to partially fill this gap by proposing, evaluating
and comparing various parallelization strategies for the 3-opt
LS on GPU.

4. GPU parallelization strategies for ILS
We propose three parallelization strategies based on the

algorithm described in Figures 1 and 2. They mainly differ
in the pivoting rule used to select an improving neighbor,
the distribution of solutions to processing elements and the
use of GPU shared memory. For the sake of completeness,
we first provide a brief description of the GPU architecture
and computational model.

The conventionnal NVIDIA GPU [19] architecture in-
cludes manyStreaming Multiprocessors(SM), each one of
them being composed ofStreaming Processors(SP). On this
special hardware, theglobal memory is a specific region of
the devicememory that can be accessed in read and write
modes by all SPs of the GPU. It is relatively large in size
but slow in access time. Each SM employs an architecture
model calledSIMT (Single Instruction, Multiple Thread)
which allows the execution of many coordinated threads in
a data-parallel fashion.Constantandtexture memory caches
provide faster access to device memory but are read-only.
The constant memory is very limited in size whereas texture

memory size can be adjusted in order to occupy the available
device memory. All SPs can read and write in theirshared
memory, which is fast in access time but small in size and
local to a SM. It is divided into memory banks of 32-bits
words that can be accessed simultaneously.Registersare the
fastest memories available on the GPU but involve the use
of slow local memory when too many are used.

In the CUDA programming model [19], the GPU works
as a co-processor of a conventional CPU. It is based on the
concept of kernels, which are functions (written in C) exe-
cuted in parallel by a given number of CUDA threads. These
threads are grouped together intoblocksthat are distributed
on the GPU SMs to be executed independently of each other.
However, the number of blocks that a SM can process at
the same time (active blocks) is restricted and depends on
the quantity of registers and shared memory used by the
threads of each block. In a block, the system groups threads
(typically 32) intowarpswhich are executed simultaneously
on successive clock cycles. The number of threads per block
must be a multiple of its size to maximize efficiency. Much
of the global memory latency can then be hidden by the
thread scheduler if there are sufficient independent arithmetic
instructions that can be issued while waiting for the global
memory access to complete. Consequently, the more active
blocks there are per SM, and also active warps, the more the
latency can be hidden. Special care must also be taken to
avoid flow control instructions (if, switch, do, for, while)that
may force threads of a same block to take different paths in
the program and serialize the execution.

The proposed strategies are inspired by the population-
based and multiple independent walks general strategies
described in Section 3. However, only the LS phase is
parallelized on GPU instead of entire walks. In all cases,
memory management issues had to be adressed. Data trans-
fers between the CPU and the GPU as well as global
memory accesses require considerable time but may be often
be reduced by storing the related data structures in shared
memory. However, in the case of ILS applied to TSP, one
central data structure is the distance matrix which is needed
by all solutions of the population while being too large
(O(n2) in size) to fit in shared memory for problems larger
than a few hundred cities. It is then kept in global memory.
On the other hand, as it is not modified during the LS
phase, it is possible to take benefit of the texture cache
to reduce their access times. The first two strategies are
applied on a first-improvement LS implementation and the
last one on a best-improvement scheme over a fixed size
neighborhood. Specific details for each strategy are given in
the next sections.

4.1 First-improvement LS : ILS−FIthread and
ILS − FIblock

The proposed GPU parallelization strategies applied to a
first-improvement LS have been presented by the authors



in the form of preliminary work [20] and are inspired by
our previous contributions on Ant Colony Optimization [21],
[18]. Their general parallelization model is illustrated in
Figure 3(a). The first one, presented in Figure 3(b), is called
ILS−FIthread and associates each LS to a CUDA thread.
It has the advantage of allowing the execution of a great
number of LSs on each SM and the drawback of limiting
the use of fast GPU memory. The second strategy, called
ILS−FIblock and illustrated in Figure 3(c), associates each
LS to a CUDA block. Thus, parallelism is preserved for
the LS phase, but another level of parallelism is exploited
by sharing the multiple neighbors between many threads
of a block. As only one solution is assigned to a block,
it becomes possible to store the data structures needed to
improve the solution in the shared-memory. Two variants
of the ILS − FIblock strategy are then distinguished :
ILS − FI

global
block andILS − FIsharedblock .

Currently, most efficient LS methods for solving the
TSP are based on the first-improvement pivoting rule and
mechanisms to reduce execution times. They were obviously
designed and optimized for traditional single processor com-
puting systems. While it may be possible to achieve good
efficiency on small multiple processor/core systems with
minimal changes to existing algorithms, the parallelization
process is not as straightforward for a synchronous, mas-
sively parallel architecture like the GPU. On one hand, ex-
isting sequential implementations are based on reducing the
number of computed neighbors in a single LS step whereas
GPU processing is well suited for large data-parallel applica-
tions. On the other hand, speedup mechanims are often based

on conditional statements which induce thread divergence
within warps and then serialization. These observations lead
us to propose a new parallelization strategy based on the
synchronous evaluation of fixed size neighborhoods.

4.2 Best-improvement LS :ILS − RKBIblocks

In a basic best-improvement LS, the whole neighborhood
of a given solution is evaluated. In the case of the 3-opt move
for a n cities TSP, the number of combinations to delete
three edges of the tour is

(

n
3

)

. For each combination, there
are 7 ways to reconnect the subtours [22] which corresponds
to 7 neighbors. Research on TSP show that such a scheme
leads to prohibitive execution times and local optima that
are much further away from the ones obtained with first-
improvement schemes [6]. We then propose therandom-k-
best-improvementpivoting rule which offers a compromise
between first-improvement and best-improvement as well as
a computation model better suited to GPUs. At each step,
arcs to be deleted are randomly selected to generate a total
of k neighbors and the one which produces the greatest
improvement is kept. By assigning different values tok, one
may customize the search behavior and the amount of work
performed by the GPU. This leads to the proposition of a
third parallelization strategy calledILS−RKBIblocks and
illustrated in Figure 4(a).

This strategy splits computations of a single step into two
kernels. The first one, described in Figure 4(b), is dedicated
to neighborhood evaluation which is the most expensive part
of the step. Each solution is associated to several blocks
and its neighbors are splitted into groups to be assigned

Fig. 3: Parallelization models for first-improvement ILS : general (a),ILS − FIthread (b) andILS − FIblock (c).

Fig. 4: Parallelization model for random-k-best-improvement ILS (a), evaluation kernel (b) and replacement kernel (c).



to each block. Each thread is then associated to several
neighbors. Using the NVIDIA CURAND library, a thread
randomly selects the three arcs to break, evaluates possible
reconnections and stores the best one in its own space in
shared memory. Once all the neighbors have been evaluated,
a reduction is performed in the shared memory to find the
best neighbor of the block which is stored in global memory.

In the second kernel, presented in Figure 4(c), each solu-
tion is associated to a single block which retrieves its best
neighbor among the ones produced by the first kernel and
replaces the current solution. The two kernels are launched
alternately until all solutions are local optima.

5. Experimental results
GPU strategies are experimented on TSP problems rang-

ing in size from 100 to 3038 cities. Speedups are computed
by dividing the sequential CPU time with the parallel time
obtained with the GPU acting as a co-processor. Experiments
were made on a NVIDIA Fermi C2050 GPU containing
14 SMs, 32 SPs per SM and 48 KB of shared memory
per SM. Code was written in the "C for CUDA V4.1"
[19] programming environment. As a premiminary step,
we validated our sequential ILS implementation with a
comparative study with Stützle and Hoos [10] and Lourenço
et al. [9] works.

The parallel ILS parameters are as follows. Initial solu-
tions are built with the nearest neighbor heuristic, improved
with 3-opt LS and perturbed with a double-bridge move. A
population ofnbsol solutions is used, a total number ofittotal
iterations is performed and the ILS procedure is limited to
itlim = ittotal

nbsol
iterations for each solution. All speedups are

computed fornbsol = 2x with x ∈ {0, 3, 6, 9, 11} from 20
trials for problems with less than 1000 cities and from 10
trials for larger instances.

5.1 ILS − FIthread and ILS − FIblock

First-improvement LS algorithms use adon’t look bits
procedure and a fixed-radius neighbor search restricted to
candidate lists of size 40.ittotal is set to 1048576 for
each problem to ensure that the same number of LSs
are performed for all numbers of blocks and threads. In
ILS−FIblock, the number of blocks is set tonbsol and the
number of threads per block is set to the size of candidate
lists. In ILS − FIthread, the number of blocks and threads
are configured to maximize the number of blocks without
exceeding the number of active blocks per SM.

Table 1 shows speedup forILS − FIthread, ILS −
FI

global
block and ILS − FIsharedblock . The reader may note that

increasingnbsol and so, the total number of threads, leads
to increasing speedups for all strategies. Overall, if the
number of threads used is too small, GPU resources are not
well exploited and memory latency is not efficiently hidden.
The reader may also notice that speedups obtained with
ILS−FIthread are always lower than withILS−FIblock.

As this strategy does not execute enough threads in parallel
to efficiently hide memory latency, we obtain a maximal
speedup of 2.02. In fact, speedups are achieved only with
2048 threads. Furthermore, code divergence induced by
computing the neighbors of many solutions/threads on the
same block in SIMD mode involves significant algorithm
serialization.

Table 1: Speedup forILS − FIthread (T), ILS − FI
global
block

(BG) and ILS − FIsharedblock (BS) strategies and solution
quality (frequency of finding the known optimumfreq and
average percentage deviation from the optimum∆avg) for
each problem.

Problem nbsol
Speedup Solution quality

(T) (BG) (BS) freq ∆avg

kroA100

1 0.01 0.08 0.08 1.00 0.000
8 0.06 0.45 0.50 1.00 0.000
64 0.34 2.83 3.13 1.00 0.000
512 0.93 6.40 7.01 1.00 0.000
2048 2.02 7.07 7.83 1.00 0.000

lin318

1 0.01 0.09 0.10 1.00 0.000
8 0.06 0.51 0.57 1.00 0.000
64 0.35 3.23 3.54 1.00 0.000
512 0.84 6.92 7.61 1.00 0.000
2048 1.72 7.77 8.51 1.00 0.000

rat783

1 0.01 0.07 0.08 1.00 0.000
8 0.06 0.43 0.49 1.00 0.000
64 0.34 2.69 2.18 1.00 0.000
512 0.80 5.77 3.13 0.23 0.020
2048 1.49 6.37 3.27 0.00 0.145

fl1577

1 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.33 0.182
8 0.05 0.33 0.40 0.39 0.010
64 0.23 1.73 0.97 0.67 0.003
512 0.54 4.59 1.14 0.10 0.015
2048 0.79 5.20 1.13 0.00 0.074

pcb3038

1 0.01 0.08 - 0.00 0.210
8 0.06 0.46 - 0.00 0.192
64 0.39 2.91 - 0.00 0.306
512 0.76 5.20 - 0.00 0.667
2048 1.27 5.60 - 0.00 1.104

The greater speedups and the maximal value of 7.77
obtained withILS − FI

global
block show that sharing the work

associated to each solution between several threads is more
efficient. For example, whennbsol is set to 2048,ILSthread

uses 2048 threads versus 81920 forILSblock. On the other
hand, speedups increase from 100 to 318 cities and then
slightly decrease. In that case, the larger data structures
and frequent memory accesses needed to solve the biggest
problems imply memory latencies that grow faster than
the benefits of parallelizing available computations. Further
improvements are brought by the use of shared memory,
introduced inILS − FIsharedblock , which provides maximal
speedup of 8.51. However, results for the three biggest
problems show that the limits of this kind of memory are
quicky reached. In fact, as it is limited in size, using too
much of it reduces the number of active blocks per SM.
Associated to the combined effect of the increasing number
of blocks required to perform computations, performance



gains become less significative. For the 3038 cities problem,
the amount of required shared memory is so high that no
block can be active on any SM.

An analysis of the frequency of finding the known opti-
mum and the average percentage deviation from the opti-
mum is also provided in Table 1. It shows that the optimal
solution is always found by the parallel implementations for
small problems. For medium-sized problems, the morenbsol
increases, the less frequently is the optimal solution found.
As the number of iterations becomes too low to provide a
thorough search, the optimal solution is never found for the
bigger problem. This indicates that when choosing appro-
priate parameters for the parallel algorithms, a compromise
must be achieved between speedup and solution quality.

5.2 ILS −RKBIblocks strategy

An empirical study was performed to determine the pa-
rameters used for theILS−RKBIblocks strategy. The num-
ber of threads per block is set to 64 as it generally maximizes
the number of active blocks per SM. It is also a multiple
of 32 as advised in the CUDA specification [19]. Table 2
provides the chosen number of blocks for each solution to
evaluate its neighbors. The number of iterationsittotal and
the number of evaluated neighborsk are selected so the
sequential execution time is in the same order of magnitude
as the ones of the first-improvement strategies whennbsol
is set to 64. They are then set to1, 120, 000/5, 500 for
kroA100,1, 120, 000/11, 000 for lin318,560, 000/10, 000 for
rat783,2, 240, 000/1, 200 for fl1577 and2, 240, 000/1, 000
for pcb3038.

Table 2: Number of blocks per solution for each problem
andnbsol values.

1 8 64 512 2048
kroA100 120 70 30 5 2
lin318 110 60 30 5 2
rat783 80 100 60 10 5
fl1577 140 90 60 15 15

pcb3038 120 100 90 20 20

Table 3 presents speedup, frequency of finding the opti-
mum and average percentage deviation from the optimum
for the ILS −RKBIblocks strategy. The reader may notice
that significant speedups are obtained with all values of
nbsol and a maximal speedup 45.40 is achieved with 64
solutions on the 318 cities problem. Also, with the exception
of the two smallest problems withnbsol = 1 where the
amount of work is too small, speedups are in the same order
of magnitude with any value ofnbsol for any particular
problem. This shows the scalability of the neighborhood
distribution strategy to different population sizes. However,
the morenbsol increases, greater is the deterioration of
solution quality in most cases.

Table 3: Speedup and solution quality (frequency of finding
the known optimumfreq and average percentage deviation
from the optimum∆avg) for ILSrkbi.

Problem nbsol Speedup
Solution quality
freq ∆avg

kroA100

1 25.06 1.00 0.000
8 37.21 1.00 0.000
64 45.29 1.00 0.000
512 42.12 1.00 0.000
2048 42.32 1.00 0.000

lin318

1 27.55 0.00 0.482
8 38.35 0.00 0.483
64 45.40 0.00 0.633
512 43.21 0.00 0.875
2048 43.58 0.00 0.886

rat783

1 14.76 0.00 1.224
8 16.74 0.00 1.582
64 17.02 0.00 2.740
512 16.24 0.00 3.496
2048 16.74 0.00 3.518

fl1577

1 30.40 0.00 1.034
8 29.47 0.00 1.703
64 29.52 0.00 1.831
512 28.02 0.00 1.776
2048 28.85 0.00 1.741

pcb3038

1 31.23 0.00 4.636
8 31.20 0.00 4.940
64 31.70 0.00 5.162
512 30.31 0.00 5.104
2048 33.59 0.00 4.970

A comparison with Table 1 shows that when speedup is
considered,ILS−RKBIblocks clearly performs better than
ILS − FI in all cases. The increased neighborhood size,
better sharing of neighbors between blocks and reduction of
thread divergence allows the resulting algorithm to make a
better use of GPU ressources. Using fixed size data structures
to store the best neighbors also makes the use of shared
memory relevant even for bigger problems. However, the
gains in speedup also lead to the deterioration of solution
quality. The random choice of neighbors and inhability to use
speedup mechanisms of first-improvement strategies makes
it difficult for ILS − RKBIblocks to keep the same level
of optimization thanILS − FIthread and ILS − FIblock
in the same execution time. This may indicate either that a
compromise must be found between speedup and solution
quality when designing parallel ILS algorithms for GPUs or
that news ways must be thought to restore - if possible -
the delicate balance between all the algorithm components
in this context.

6. Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to design efficient paralleliza-

tion strategies for Iterated Local Search on Graphics Pro-
cessing Units to solve the Travelling Salesman Problem. The
ILS−FIthread andILS−FIblock strategies associated the
local search phase to the execution of streaming processors
and multiprocessors respectively. They provided maximal



speedups of 2.02 and 8.51 with competitive solution qual-
ity as well as major shortcomings in their use of GPU
computational resources. In an attempt to overcome these
limitations, theILS − RKBIblocks strategy was proposed
to increase neighborhood size and associate multiple blocks
to the evaluation of each solution. Significant speedups
were then achieved, ranging as high as 45.40, at the cost
of a variable deterioration of solution quality. This leads
to the idea that solving the TSP and other combinatorial
optimization problems on GPU is currently a matter of
compromise between speedup and search efficiency.

In future works, we plan to deepen our understanding
of the links between neighborhood size, pivoting rules and
algorithm parameters in order to improve the search process
of our GPU ILS implementation. Also, as this work is part of
a greater project related to the parallelization of metaheuris-
tics on GPU, we seek to use the knowledge built in this
paper to propose a general framework that can be applied to
other metaheuristics. We also plan to propose algorithms to
automatically determine effective thread/block/GPU config-
urations for ILS and other metaheuristics. We believe that the
global acceptance of GPUs as components for optimization
systems requires algorithms and software that are not only
effective, but also usable by a wide range of academicians
and practitioners.
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